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Summary
Risk associated to avalanches is progressively increasing due to recent climatic changes and an improper use of the alpine environment. In our country, vulnerability and hazard reduction measures are widespread adopted for people safety
and land protection aims. Nevertheless, specific normative tools are still inadequate for what concerns both the design of
defense structures and the regulation of land use. A better comprehension of the deformation behaviour of snow would be
of valuable help in the analysis of snow-related engineering problems. To this aim, a constitutive approach is suggested for
dry granular snow, starting from the analysis of published experimental data. The literature review highlights that the deformation mechanisms acting at the microscale level play a fundamental role in the strongly time-dependent and rate-sensitive macroscopic behaviour. Suitable constitutive models may be conceived in the framework of elasto-viscoplasticity and
they should account for the coupled effects of chemical bonding due to sintering and mechanical degradation. A novel
analytical expression is proposed to describe the temporal evolution of bonding, on the basis of experimental data concerning sintering of ice spheres. A general conceptual framework is suggested, and a basic constitutive model is proposed and
verified against published experimental data. The comparison between numerical simulations and experimental data
shows the good capabilities of the model to reproduce correctly most of the significant features of the mechanical behaviour
of snow under different loading paths.

Introduction
Statistical data concerning the victims of avalanches, collected by the Italian Avalanche Service (SVI)
and presented in Figure 1, reveal that Italy occupies
the fourth place among the European countries in
terms of number of victims. The risk associated to
avalanches is not likely to diminish in the next future, both due to growth of urban settlements and to
increasing frequentation of the mountainous environment. Besides, frequency and intensity of
snowfalls appear more irregular than in the past,
due to the occurring climatic changes. The issue of
risk management requires efforts to be directed
both towards the definition of adequate legislative
tools, able to regulate the use of mountainous environment, and towards advanced scientific studies aimed at a systematic comprehension of the mechanisms triggering avalanches and at a more reliable design of protection systems.
Reduction of the risk associated to avalanches
may be pursued by decreasing either hazard or vulnerability. Avalanche dynamics studies [CHRISTEN et
al., 2002; SOVILLA, 2004; TIEFENBACHER et al., 2004]
play the prominent role in reducing the vulnerability, as they allow for the estimation of flow heights,
runout distances and impact pressures on manmade
structures. Land use planning and structural design
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may be remarkably enhanced by results in this field.
Remote site monitoring may help in the design of
efficient alarm systems. Reducing the hazard requires a better comprehension of the evolution of the
snow cover. The determination of the conditions
under which avalanches are triggered, and of the
static forces transmitted by the snow cover to the
protection structures, may take advantage from studies directed to a better comprehension and modelling of the mechanical behaviour of snow.
Structural measures for avalanche protection
are extensively adopted for the reduction of both
vulnerability and hazard. All manmade structures
that can be located in the release zone (active defense structures) or in the track zone (passive defense structures) belong to this class. They act in retaining the snow cover on site, hence preventing the
formation of avalanches, or in reducing the destructive effects of an already released avalanche, respectively. In the design of the active protection structures (Figs. 2 and 3) and, in general, of the structures
interacting with the snowpack (barriers, powerlines
or ski-lift towers), a correct assessment of the pressures exerted by the snow cover is a fundamental
starting point [MCCUNG, 1982; OLAGNE et al., 1990],
both for the design of the retaining elements and of
the foundation systems [CASTELLI et al., 2004]. To
this aim, a reliable study of the evolution in space
and time of the stress-strain distribution in the snow
cover, under the joint action of self-weight, external
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Fig. 1 – Avalanche victims in Europe. Season 1966-2000.
Fig. 1 – Vittime da valanga in Europa. Stagione 1966-2000.

Fig. 2 – Snow cover stabilization with supporting sheetings (SLF Web Site).
Fig. 2 – Interventi di stabilizzazione del manto nevoso con ponti
da neve (Sito Web SLF).

agents and slope morphology, is required [BADER et
al., 1989; SCHWEIZER, 1999].
Snow mechanics may play an important role in
the field of transportation engineering too. A few
studies were directed in the past to the analysis of
vehicle-snow interaction to analyse the vehicle mobility on snow tracks [BLAISDELL et al., 1990; RICHMOND, 1995]. All the aforementioned applications
would take great advantage from the development
of new design tools in which the most relevant features of the mechanical behaviour of snow could be
properly taken into account. The adoption of numerical methods could help to this aim, but it was
retarded due to the limited availability of constitutive formulations able to model the 3D strain and
stress states of snow cover. This lack stems from the
limited availability of experimental data too, since
very few comprehensive experimental investigations seem to have been performed in the past. The
results of a systematic laboratory experimental programme, performed by the group working at SLF
(Schnee- und Lawinenforschung) in Davos with a
triaxial apparatus, and recently published [VONMOOS

Fig. 3 – Snow cover retaining net (Canadian Avalanche
Association Web Site).
Fig. 3 – Reti da neve (Sito Web Canadian Avalanche Association).

et al., 2003; SCAPOZZA et al., 2003], complement previous experimental data, allowing for a comprehensive overview of the mechanical behaviour of snow.
The observation of the experimental data clearly highlights the role played by density, viscosity
and structure on the phenomenological behaviour
of snow. The work presented in this paper aims at
combining these effects in a unified constitutive framework, starting from recent developments in soil
mechanics modelling. After some preliminary notes
on the snow cover formation and evolution, the sintering process, which governs the microstructure features of snow, is introduced. An elastic viscoplastic
framework taking into account bonding due to sintering is suggested. The constitutive approach is
then exploited to build a simple continuum mechanical model starting form a basic modified Cam
Clay. The potentialities and limitations of the constitutive approach are discussed by comparison with
published experimental data.

The snow cover
A wide variety of natural falling snow, with ice
crystals of different shape and size, may be identified. The differences arise from the crystal genesis
in the atmosphere and the metamorphism processes acting in the deposited snow. Fresh snowflakes are
nothing but assemblies of ice crystals generated in
the atmosphere by crystallisation of supercooled water droplets (condensation nuclei) around some impurities, which are called crystallisation nuclei. Different
shapes may develop, depending on the temperatures and the water vapour supersaturation degree of
the clouds. According to the International Classification for Seasonal Snow [COLBECK et al., 1990], four
basic crystal forms can be distinguished within the
group of precipitation particles (Fig. 4). After deposition, the snow crystals undergo continuous changes
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Fig. 6 – Depth hoar produced by temperature-gradient
metamorphism.
Fig. 6 – Brina di fondo, prodotto del metamorfismo da gradiente.

Fig. 4 – Snow crystals basic forms. Macro photographs
(Caltech Web Site).
Fig. 4 – Forme base dei cristalli di neve. Macrofotografie. (Sito
Web Caltech).

in shape and size, known as metamorphisms, under
the action of different thermodynamical processes.
Three different types of metamorphisms can be distinguished:
– equi-temperature (ET) metamorphism, acting
when the temperature gradient is low (generally
less than 0.2 °C/cm). A mass transfer of ice molecules from the convex to the concave regions of
the crystals induces their progressive rounding,
leading to the so-called granular snow (Fig. 5);
– temperature gradient (TG) metamorphism
takes place under high gradients through conveyance of water vapour from the warmer regions of the snowpack towards the cooler ones.
Faceted and cup-shaped crystals result, known
as depth hoar (Fig. 6);
– melting-regelation metamorphism acts when
the temperature varies cyclically around 0 °C.
The thermal variations cause melting and refreezing of the ice crystals, welding them together.

Fig. 5 – Granular snow produced by equi-temperature
metamorphism.
Fig. 5 – Neve granulare, prodotto del metamorfismo da isotermia.
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Each of these processes may prevail in turn, depending on the weather and temperature conditions, and they all contribute to the formation of the
snow cover, which finally appears as a layered continuum.
After deposition, a fourth thermodynamical
process, sintering, becomes responsible for granular
snow microstructure modification. Sintering, consisting in a mass transfer of ice molecules leading to a
neck formation between the snow grains (Fig. 7), will
be discussed in detail in a following section.
Laboratory experimental data availability is limited to tests carried out on granular snow specimens, while the thin hoar layers are characterised by
means of in situ shear tests. The fact that granular
snow is the only form of snow which can be sampled
does not seem a real limitation in the study of the
snow cover, as field observations highlight that, at
least from January to early April, rounded equilibrium forms do prevail in the snowpack, which is almost completely built up of layers of granular snow.

Fig. 7 – Schematic representation of the sintering process
[CRESPI, 1980].
Fig. 7 – Rappresentazione schematica del processo di
sinterizzazione [CRESPI, 1980].
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Fig. 8 – Temperature profile in the snowpack.
Fig. 8 – Profilo di temperatura all’interno del manto nevoso.

Experimental observations of the temperature
profile of the snow cover reveal that, thanks to the
snow insulating properties, the thermal variations
in the air (e.g. diurnal fluctuations) only affect the
first superficial 30÷40 cm, as schematically indicated in Figure 8. In deep snow covers, at least 1 m
thick, from January to early April, temperature gradients are usually very small, i.e. much less then
0,2 ÷ 0,3 °C/cm [OLAGNE et al., 1990]. Mechanical
behaviour of snow is affected by temperature, but in
the analysis of those snow related problems in
which temperature variations are limited, constant
temperature may be assumed, at least as a first approximation.

Brief state-of-art of constitutive approaches for
snow
Descriptive studies in snow mechanics began
around the Thirties. Empirical approaches were
proposed at that time to face many snow-related
problems. Quite in a short time, some of the main
features of the deformation behaviour of snow were
roughly catched by snow scientists. Simple rheological relationships, allowing for a qualitative description of the mechanical behaviour of snow, were proposed. For many years, most of the work was then
directed towards the determination of the parameters required to apply the proposed rheological models. It was only in the Eighties that more general
constitutive laws began to be formulated. At the
same time, the role played by microstructure and
bonding between the grains was recognised and
exploited to develop micromechanical models. Pre-

vious constitutive formulations for snow can be roughly classified in two main categories:
– phenomenological models, which provide a global
description of the mechanical features of snow
at the level of a laboratory specimen, bypassing
the processes occurring at the microscopic level
– micromechanical models, in which the description
of the overall behaviour is inferred from the deformation processes occurring at the microscopic level.
The one-dimensional rheological models, obtained by suitable combinations of either linear [MELLOR, 1974; BADER et al., 1989] or non-linear [BADER,
1962; SALM, 1971] springs and dashpots, belong to
the first group. Since these models refer to uniaxial
states of stress, in general only simple uniaxial creep
or relaxation tests can be reproduced. Their extension to multidimensional cases is somewhat tricky:
in 1990 OLAGNE et al. suggested a 3D formulation for
creeping snow, idealised as a non-Newtonian isotropic and homogeneous fluid, but the model could
only be applied to study the effects of self-weight,
with strain rates of the order of 10–8 s–1. In 1980 DESRUES et al. developed a non-linear viscoelastic incremental formulation for snow with memory effects,
with reference to axi-symmetric stress and strain states. The model was formulated on the basis of experimental data from volumetric creep and standard
triaxial compression tests.
More recently, LANG et al. [1995] and MESCHKE et
al. [1996] proposed elastoplastic models of the Cam
Clay type, but neglecting time dependency. The volumetric behaviour of snow under isotropic compression could be reproduced satisfactorily, but no
mention was made about the applicability of the
proposed models to different loading paths. Viscous
effects were taken into account in the multisurface
finite strain viscoplastic model proposed by MESCHKE [1995]. The model, conceived for high density
snow, was checked against hydrostatic stress paths
and direct shear paths, and adopted in the numerical analysis of vehicle mobility on snow tracks.
The development of micromechanical models
started from the observation that the macroscopic
response of a snow sample reflects the fabric
changes occurring at the scale of the grain contacts.
BROWN [1980] and HANSEN et al. [1987] formulated
constitutive relationships based on theoretical considerations about the deformation mechanisms involving grains and intergranular bonds, namely development and breakage of necks and grain rearrangement. The proposed framework, based on a
statistical model to characterise the texture of snow,
is appealing because it incorporates microstructural
parameters yet retaining a continuum approach.
Nevertheless, its calibration requires stereological
analyses from surface sections, in order to evaluate
the microstructural properties, mean bond length
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and mean intergranular slip distance, adopted as
internal variables. In the model proposed by NICOT
[2003], the microstructure is described by means of
probability density functions defining the number
of bonds belonging to a reference volume element.
Starting from a given fabric, the microstructural
changes induced by the occurring strains are accounted for by ruling the evolution of the probability density functions with the number of intergranular bonds. The local stress-strain law is described by
a viscoelastic relationship with a limit compressive
strength and the global stress and strain tensors follow from a multi-scale approach.
It is now widely recognised that the mechanical
behaviour of snow is governed, to a great extent, by
the deformation mechanisms occurring at the grain
contacts. The framework proposed in the following
for the development of new constitutive models for
snow starts from this observation. The sintering
process, through which bonds between the grains
are generated, is analysed. The description of the
time evolution of bonds may be exploited to translate the microstructural properties of granular
snow at the macroscopic level, thus retaining a global phenomenological approach in the formulation
of the constitutive laws.

The sintering process
Sintering is the chemical process by which ice
particles weld together when brought in contact,
even at null stress and at temperatures well below
the freezing point. Bonding of the ice particles results from the formation and growth of ice necks
between the grains, through mass transfer of ice
molecules from the remote parts of the grains
towards the contact regions.
Pioneering studies on sintering date back to the
end of the nineteenth century (around 1860), starting from the works of J. Thomson, Faraday and
Lord Kelvin [KINGERY, 1960]. Relevant contributions were given, much later, by the works of KINGERY [1960], H OBBS et al. [1964] and H OBBS et al.
[1967]. Thomson and Faraday, in a first attempt to
give an explanation to sintering, proposed the theory of pressure melting, by postulating the existence
of a liquid-like layer on the ice surface. The pressure-melting theory was disproved by following investigations, which revealed sintering to be a spontaneous process, taking place even at null stress and
constant temperature. Moreover, the existence of a
liquid layer at very low temperatures, at which sintering may even occur, was never proved experimentally [HOBBS et al., 1964].
Subsequent explanations were based on energetic considerations on the available free energy
characterising a system of two ice crystals (spheres).
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As KINGERY [1960] and HOBBS et al. [1964] pointed
out, the total free energy of two spheres just come in
contact is not at a minimum, hence under a sufficient driving force a neck is likely to form between
the spheres, in order to minimise the total energy.
The driving force is provided by the gradient in the
chemical potential, ∆µ, generated between the convex and the concave regions of the grains (Fig. 9).
Four possible mechanisms responsible for material
transfer were suggested by the different authors:
– viscous flow of ice molecules within the solid
phase
– evaporation of ice molecules from the convex
surfaces, vapour transfer and condensation onto
the sharply curved concave neck
– mass transport by volume diffusion through the
solid phase
– surface diffusion along the solid surface.
KINGERY [1960] and HOBBS et al. [1964] performed experimental tests on sintering of ice grains.
On the basis of theoretical estimates of the contributions of each of the four mechanisms to neck
growth, they concluded that each of them occurs at
a characteristic rate and contributes to the sintering
process to a different extent.
The neck formation between ice spheres and
the temporal evolution of neck growth, represented
by the ratio between neck radius x and ice grain radius r, was observed through microscopic images.
The tests were run at different constant temperatures on ice spheres of different initial grain radii. The
data from HOBBS et al. [1964], collected in Figure 9
and referred to a time interval between 10÷1000
min, show that temperature and initial grain radius
strongly affect the amount of bonding, which increases with temperature and with decreasing initial
grain radius. On the contrary, the sintering rate is
essentially independent of temperature and initial
radius. By superposing the data from K INGERY
[1960], covering a different time interval, in the

Fig. 9 – Rates of sintering for ice spheres. Data from
HOBBS et al. [1964].
Fig. 9 – Velocità di sinterizzazione per sferette di ghiaccio. Dati
da HOBBS et al. [1964].
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Tab. I – Validity range of the proposed constitutive approach.
Tab. I – Intervallo di validità per l’approccio costitutivo proposto.
Mean grain radius [mm]
3

Initial density [kg/m ]

Fig. 10 – Evolution of bonding with time.
Fig. 10 – Evoluzione della cementazione nel tempo.

range 1 ÷10 min, to the previous one (Fig. 10), a
more complete picture of the time evolution of sintering emerges. The data show that a relatively
sharp rate change is observed after 10 minutes from
the beginning of the sintering process. This suggests that different mass transfer mechanisms might
prevail before and after t=10 min, which will be assumed as a characteristic bonding time in the following.
More recent theories [ZHANG et al., 1995; COLBECK, 1997; COLBECK, 1998], point out that ice grains
geometry in snow is much more irregular than that
of the spheres observed in laboratory tests. As microscopic images reveal, a geometry made of grainboundary grooves would be more appropriate for a
crystalline material, rather than that of concave necks. Unfortunately, no quantitative description of
bonding supporting their theoretical model was
provided by the latter authors. Hence the experimental data from K INGERY [1960], H OBBS et al.
[1964] and HOBBS et al. [1967] still represent the
only quantitative data, on which the amount of bonding of the snow structure due to necks may be inferred.

Constitutive formulation
The role played by necks on the behaviour of
snow at the macroscopic scale emerges from laboratory tests performed on snow samples. Experimental results from uniaxial tension tests [NARITA, 1983]
and oedometric compression tests [FUKUE, 1979]
clearly reveal that granular snow behaves like a bonded material. Bonding between the grains provides
the material with tension strength, which otherwise
would be absent. Besides, bonding induces an increase in the apparent preconsolidation pressure, clearly visible in Figure 22, where K0 instantaneous
compression curves for different age-hardened

5.10–2 ÷100
200÷550

Temperature [°C]

–30÷–5

Strain rate [s–1]

10–7 ÷10–4

snow specimens, hence with a different initial bonding degree, are collected. In the figure, which will
be discussed in more detail in a following section,
the destructuration effect induced by mechanical
loading clearly appears, too.
The strong time dependency, already recognised from the very beginning of snow mechanics research, suggests that constitutive modelling of snow
might be faced appropriately in the framework of
elastic viscoplasticity, including bonding due to chemical sintering and mechanical degradation due to
irreversible strains accumulation. In fact, as far as
time dependency is concerned, it has already been
observed that viscous effects may be mainly ascribed
to the deformation mechanisms involving grains
and intergranular bonds. A phenomenological approach may be retained, yet allowing structural
changes due to fabric rearrangement to be modelled. To this aim, the laboratory observations on ice
sintering may be exploited to describe the microstructure by means of a single scalar parameter able
to quantify the amount of bonding. Its macroscopic
effect is accomplished by ruling a dependence of the
internal variables of the model on the scalar bonding measure.
The applicability of the conceived models
should be limited to the ranges of densities, temperatures and strain rates for which experimental data
from laboratory tests are available, summarised in
Table I.
At present, only data of axi-symmetric tests are
available from the literature. For this reason, the
modelling approach will be presented with reference to the well known triaxial stress variables
(1)
and the associated kinematic quantities
.

(2)

Isotropy will be assumed in the following. The
assumption of inherent isotropy is supported by
experimental data from MELLOR [1974] and DESRUES
et al. [1980]. Anisotropic evolution of the fabric is
likely to occur as a result of deformation processes.
Induced anisotropy could be introduced in the ge-
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neral framework proposed here, but, unfortunately,
no experimental data supporting the calibration of
an anisotropic constitutive law have ever been published, at least to the authors’ knowledge.
Normal Compression Line
In dry snow, where the solid matrix is made of
ice crystals, the specific volume is related to snow
density by the relationship
(3)
where ρ is the snow density and ρice is the ice grains
density.
Experimental results from isotropic compression tests on medium/high [MESCHKE et al., 1996]
and low/medium [DESRUES et al., 1980] density snow,
depicted in Figure 11, show the dependency of the
specific volume on the applied mean pressure. The
experimental data reveal the wide range of variation of the specific volume and suggest that the logarithmic compressibility of snow samples along virgin states progressively decreases, eventually tending to the compressibility of ice. In the range of
densities for which triaxial experimental data are
available, as a first approximation and following
LANG et al., [1995], MESCHKE [1995] and MESCHKE et
al. [1996], a constant logarithmic elastoplastic volumetric compressibility, λ, may be assumed. A Normal
Compression Line, NCL may be defined, as:
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where N is the specific volume at the reference mean
pressure pref. A trial NCL may be chosen in accordance with the data from MESCHKE et al. [1996]. The
resulting compressibility curve is represented in Figure 12 by the solid line, superposed to the experimental data from MESCHKE et al. [1996] (triangles)
and DESRUES et al. [1980] (squares), and to a data collection of laboratory and natural snow samples from
MELLOR [1974]. The chosen curve matches the experimental data at medium to high densities, although
it underestimates the compressibility of the laboratory soil samples at low densities (ρ<300kg/m3). It is
worth noting that the data collected by M ELLOR
[1974] highlight more or less the same compressibility for natural and laboratory soil samples. At the
same confining pressure, the natural snow samples
have a higher density than that of the samples reconstituted in the laboratory.
Elastic and viscoplastic behaviour
Under the hypothesis of small strains, the strain
rate tensor is additively decomposed in an elastic
part and an irreversible one:
.

(5)

(4)

Fig. 11 – Compressibility curves from two different data sets.
Fig. 11 – Curve di compressibilità per due differenti serie di dati.
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Fig. 12 – Compilation of data relating hydrostatic pressure and density [MELLOR, 1974; DESRUES et al., 1980; MESCHKE et al., 1996].
Fig. 12 – Raccolta di dati di compressibilità [MELLOR, 1974;
DESRUES et al., 1980; MESCHKE et al., 1996].
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Unloading is unlikely to occur in a natural snow
cover, unless by the wind action. For monotonic loading paths, a usual ipoelastic law may be adopted to
describe the elastic behaviour:
(6)
where Κ is the logarithmic elastic compressibility
and G the shear modulus.
As for the viscoplastic behaviour, following the
proposal by LANG et al. [1995] and MESCHKE et al.
[1996] in time-independent formulations, a Modified Cam Clay type [ROSCOE et al., 1968] yield function and plastic potential may be assumed as a basis
to develop the viscoplastic formulation.
Viscosity and bonding must be introduced, in
order to describe the overall behaviour of snow. As
already mentioned, the snow viscosity, and the yielding as well, are thought to be related to the mechanisms of deformation and degradation of the intergranular bonds. According to the formulation proposed by NOVA [1992], the presence of intergranular
bonds may be modelled at the macroscopic scale by
ruling a dependence of the yield surface size on a
scalar measure of the bonding degree. Two hardening parameters, pm and pt, which define the size of
the yield locus in compression and tension respectively, must be introduced in the expression of the
current yield locus. Their values may increase, and
so does the yield locus size, with chemical sintering,
or decrease as a result of mechanical degradation
(Fig. 13).
The yield function is written in the non-dimensional form:

where pa is the atmospheric pressure and p0, linked
to the snow density, plays the role of the preconsolidation pressure for the unbonded material.
In order to reproduce time dependency and
strain rate sensitivity, an approach of the overstress
type may be adopted, as suggested by P ERZYNA
[1963]. The amount of irrecoverable strains depends on a measure of the distance of the stress
state image point from the current yield surface
f=0, while their direction is ruled by the gradient to
an irrecoverable strain potential g:
(8)
where γ is a viscous parameter, having the dimensions of a strain rate, and φ(f) is termed viscous nucleus. The definition of the flow rule differs from the
original Perzyna’s expression, in that the viscous nucleus is assumed positive both outside and inside the
yield surface. In snow, irreversible deformation
mechanisms act both pre- and post-yielding. Before
yielding the solid matrix is structured and the two
competing and time dependent effects, sintering
and neck deformation, both take place. Yielding, in
this context, is identified with breakage of bonds.
After yielding, grain rearrangement is assumed to
be the most relevant time dependent deformation
mechanism. Experimental evidence can be found in
volumetric [D ESRUES et al., 1980] and deviatoric
[KRY, 1975] creep tests. This observation suggests
the need for a positive viscous nucleus even for f<0.
The functional dependence proposed by KALIAKIN et
al. [1990] in the framework of bounding surface plasticity and adopted by DI PRISCO et al. [1996] in the
development of a viscoplastic model for sands, may
be suggested:
.

(7)

Fig. 13 – Evolution of the yield surface in the p-q plane.
Fig. 13 – Evoluzione della superficie di snervamento nel piano p-q.

(9)

In equation 9, the parameter α mainly governs
the ratio between the amount of irreversible strains
inside and outside the current yield surface.
In the definition of the flow rule (Eq. 8), an
explicit dependence of the amount of irreversible
strains on stress level and on density has been introduced, in accordance with the experimental observations by LANDAUER [1955] and SHINOJIMA [1967].
The stress level is measured by the distance of the
stress image point from the origin of the triaxial
plane. Hence, no viscous strains are predicted for
unstressed samples, without introducing any arbitrary elastic nucleus.
Due to limited data availability, an associate potential for irreversible strains, g, may be chosen as a
first approximation:
. (10)
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Its size is defined by the parameters pgc and pgt,
which, for the sake of simplicity, are assumed to be
related one to the other,
(11)
and pgc evolves in order to enforce the current stress
state image point to lie on the g = 0 surface.
Hardening laws
In the framework of generalised hardening plasticity, the laws describing the evolution of the internal variables may be written in terms of accumulated
irreversible strains and of a measure of bonding.
In order to describe the evolution of bonding
with time, the sintering data, presented in the previous section, may be exploited. Starting from the
simple model of two spherical grains in contact, different analytical expressions have been proposed in
literature for the temporal evolution of the ratio, x/
r, between the mean neck radius, x, and the grain
radius, r. The proposed analytical relationships differ one from the other consistently with the transfer
mechanism which is thought to predominate in the
neck formation and growth [HOBBS et al., 1967]. In
fact, the experimental data presented in Figure 10
show that, on a sufficiently large time scale, bonding
evolves at different rates. Instead of adopting one of
the proposed analytical relationships, neither of
which can describe a change in the sintering rate, a
fitting of the experimental data may be more convenient to the constitutive formulation.
The ratio x/r may be adopted as a scalar measure of bonding, and the trend of the experimental
data in Figure 10 may be interpolated by an analytical function of the type:
(12)
where the sintering time, ts, is scaled on the characteristic bonding time tb = 10 min (see Fig. 14),
which corresponds to a change in the growth rate
and attenuation. The parameters A, B and D, are
chosen suitably in order to interpolate the experimental data. As the bounding time iscreases, the scalar b must tend to an asymptotic value bmax, which depends on temperature T and initial grain radius r0:

(13)

where Tref =273.15 K, and rref =1 mm.
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Fig. 14 – Fitting of experimental data on sintering.
Fig. 14 – Interpolazione dei dati sperimentali di sinterizzazione.

For the unstressed material, the ratio between
the current bonding and the maximum bonding
which can be attained, S0, only depends on the bonding time scaled on the characteristic time:
.

(14)

Macroscopic irreversible strains may be assumed to describe degradation of interparticle bonds,
which take place as a result of mechanical loading.
Coupling between the chemical and the mechanical
actions may be accomplished at the microscopic
scale, by defining a current amount of sintering, S,
written in the finite form:
(15)
where the parameter C governs the material sensitivity to irreversible strains.
Since the increase in the yield limit and the tensile strength of snow both descend from sintering,
the internal variables pm and pt, defining the actual
size of the yield locus, must depend on the current
amount of bonding.
At the macroscopic level, a linear dependence of
pm on b is postulated, while pt is assumed to be a stated fraction of pm [NOVA, 1992].
Hence, the hardening laws for the three internal
variables may be defined as follows:
(16)
(17)
(18)
where Pm is a model parameter. The last equation
suggests a Cam Clay type evolution law for p0 with
accumulated irreversible strains. It reflects the ma-
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croscopic effects of fabric changes, and produces an
omothetical expansion of the yield locus as a consequence of an irreversible increase in density.

Model performance
A basic constitutive model for snow was formulated following the previous guidelines and implemented in a constitutive driver [CRESSERI, 2005]. The model depends on the following eleven parameters:
– inviscid unbonded model parameters κ, G, λ, M, N
– viscous parameters γ, α
– bonding parameters χ, Pm, C, χg.
In principle, the whole parameters set should be
calibrated with reference to a specific type of snow.
Nevertheless, on the basis of a literature review and
of preliminary numerical simulations, a fixed value
was assigned to six of them (Table II). The compressibility curve parameters, λ and N, were chosen
according to the data from MESCHKE et al. [1996], as
already discussed in the previous section. On the basis of isotropic compression experimental data, MESCHKE et al. [1996] suggested a value of 0.015 for the
logarithmic elastic compressibility, κ. Yet, preliminary numerical simulations of the same isotropic
compression test run with the present model led to
a slightly different choice. A value κ=0.02 was assumed and kept constant throughout. The two parameters χ and χg were set both to 0.1, following a
usual suggestion for soils [NOVA et al., 2003].
As far as the model parameter M is concerned,
the value of 2.88, introduced by M ESCHKE et al.
[1996] in their constitutive formulation, was adopted. It is worth noting that the value chosen for M
would be translated in a friction angle of about 75
degrees. Such a high value can hardly be justified, if
reference is made to the ultimate friction angle of
common geomaterials. Nevertheless, it must be
pointed out that, when looking for a shear strength
envelope, data from tests run on the same snow type
at different confining pressures must be elaborated.
Increasing confining pressure changes dramatically
the initial density of snow, which apparently governs
its shear strength. As an example, the simple shear
experimental data presented by MCCLUNG [1977]
would give a peak friction angle of about 63 degrees
for fine-grained wind-packed snow samples tested
at a temperature of about –8 °C. In spite of this preliminary justification, the chosen value for the parameter M may be assumed as a useful trial reference
value, but, at this stage, it should not be interpreted
as a real friction angle.
A real calibration is required only for the remaining five parameters, in principle depending on
the type of snow under investigation. A set of numerical simulations showed that, if reference is
made to standard triaxial stress paths, a fixed value

Tab. II – Values assigned to the fixed model parameters
(all non-dimensional).
Tab. II – Valori assegnati ai parametri del modello mantenuti
costanti (tutti adimensionali).
κ

M

λ

N

χ

χg

0.02

2.88

0.35

3.86

0.10

0.10

Tab. III – Reference values for the calibrated model parameters.
Tab. III – Valori di riferimento per i parametri del modello calibrati.

triaxial
compression
tests

G
(kPa)

γ
(s–1)

α
(–)

Pm
(kPa)

C
(–)

4000

4.2·10–6

0.35

400

0.01

Tab. IV – Initial conditions for the numerical simulations.
Tab. IV – Condizioni iniziali per le simulazioni numeriche.
initial conditions
(0)
–σ

(0)
–ε

v(0)

ts(0)

r(0)

T

can be given to three of them, γ, α and C. A functional dependence on initial density, through the
parameter p0, has been found to work well for G and
Pm. The preliminary analyses run for the calibration
of the model and the limits of the choices made are
widely discussed in CRESSERI [2005]. Reference values for the five calibrated parameters for triaxial
loading paths are given in Table III. The initial state
variables, collected in Table IV must be assigned at
the beginning of the analysis and given as input to
the constitutive driver.
The capabilities of the model are shown by comparing published experimental data and the results
of numerical simulations. Reference data source,
initial snow density, test temperature and strain rate
are reported in each plot.
In Figure 15 an isotropic compression test [MESCHKE et al., 1996] with an unloading-reloading cycle
is reproduced. The test was carried out on a snow
specimen of high density, in order to analyse vehicle
mobility on snow-covered surfaces. The comparison
between the experimental data and the numerical
simulations show the good capability of the model
to reproduce the volumetric behaviour of high density snow. It is worth noting that the model predicts
a slight increase in the preconsolidation pressure
during the unloading-reloading cycle, due to the irrecoverable strains accumulated inside the current
yield locus.
The viscous nature of the snow behaviour is clearly demonstrated by the data of isotropic [DESRUES
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et al., 1980] and deviatoric [KRY, 1975] creep tests.
As stated previously, viscosity is the macroscopic evidence of the time dependent structural changes occurring at the grain contacts level [MELLOR, 1974;
M AHAJAN et al., 1993]. As the experimental data
show, contrarily to many geomaterials, snow possesses a high volumetric compressibility and considerable volumetric viscosity. Hence relevant volumetric
strains can be accumulated in isotropic creep tests
(Fig. 16). A very good agreement between the experimental data and the numerical simulations may be
obtained, provided a careful calibration of the viscous parameters.

Fig. 15 – Constant strain rate isotropic compression.
Fig. 15 – Compressione isotropa a velocità di deformazione
costante.

Fig. 16 – Isotropic creep test.
Fig. 16- Prova di creep volumetrico.
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The capability of the proposed formulation to
reproduce correctly the main features of the deviatoric behaviour of snow is more interesting, as the
following examples do demonstrate. Figures 17
and 18 refer to strain rate controlled standard deviatoric triaxial compression paths. The unconfined compression experimental data on a medium density snow at –5 °C, presented in Figure 17,
were adopted as calibration path, to choose convenient values for the parameters G, Pm, γ, α and C.
The calibrated numerical simulation is shown in
the plot. The tests from SCAPOZZA et al. [2003], presented in Figure 18, were used as verification
paths. The experimental tests were performed at
different confining pressures, strain rates, temperatures and on samples of different initial density
with respect to the one in Figure 17. The numerical simulations were run with the parameters set
previously calibrated, by only changing G and Pm
as a function of the sample density [C RESSERI ,
2005]. The numerical predictions agree qualitatively well with the experimental data. The yield
limit is slightly overestimated, while the post-yield
stiffness is well captured, except for the test run at
a confining pressure of 10 kPa. The simulation
shows that the influence of confining pressure, initial density and strain rate may be correctly accounted for.
As the data depicted in Figure 18 reveal, the
confining pressure has a negligible influence on the
initial stiffness, while it increases the post-yield hardening rate. The experimental evidence seems to be
consistent with the assumption of microstructure significantly bonded before yielding, rather insensi-

Fig. 17 – Constant strain rate standard triaxial compression.
Fig. 17 – Prova di compressione triassiale standard a velocità di
deformazione costante.
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tive to the confining pressure, at least in the exploited range. After bond breakage, the visco-plastic stiffness, which mainly reflects grain rearrangement,
becomes much more sensitive to the confining pressure.
Relaxation tests, at constant axial strain [VONMOOS et al., 2003], contribute to the comprehension
of the viscous nature of the snow behaviour. In Figure 19, the experimental data concerning a strain
rate controlled confined compression on a medium

Fig. 18 – Standard triaxial compression at different confining pressures.
Fig. 18 – Compressione triassiale standard a differenti valori
della pressione di confinamento.

Fig. 19 – Standard triaxial compression with a relaxation
phase.
Fig. 19 – Compressione triassiale standard con fase di
rilassamento.

density snow specimen, followed by a relaxation
phase, are represented with the open symbols. The
continuous line represents the numerical simulation
of the same test. The comparison shows that the model may reproduce satisfactorily both the deviatoric
compression and the relaxation phase. In the deviator stress versus time plot, a very good agreement
with experimental data may be observed, in terms of
initial stiffness, post-yield branch and stress recovery during relaxation. Again, the numerical simulation was run adopting the parameters set calibrated on the first test (Fig. 17) and modifying G and
Pm accordingly to the initial density of the sample.
In Figure 20, the volumetric strain recorded in
the same test is plotted against time. The comparison reveals a good agreement between experimental data and numerical simulations along the loading branch, whereas the evolution of volumetric
strains is not matched correctly in the final relaxation stage.
The latter discrepancy requires a comment. Although the differences may be considered not that
relevant from a quantitative point of view, it is important to highlight that the numerical simulation
completely differs from the experimental data in
that the sign of the predicted volumetric strain increment is opposite to the one observed experimentally. The observation suggests that the associated
shape of the irreversible potential, adopted in the
present approach, should be modified to obtain a
better prediction of the direction of irreversible
strains along general stress paths.
The choice of the yield function adopted should
be discussed too. A series of numerical tests, simulating unconfined compression tests performed at different strain rates on samples of different initial

Fig. 20 – Temporal evolution of the volumetric strain.
Fig. 20 – Evoluzione temporale della deformazione volumetrica.
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Fig. 21 – Axial yield stress versus applied strain rate at
three different densities.
Fig. 21 – Sforzo assiale di snervamento al variare della velocità
di deformazione per tre differenti densità iniziali.

densities, were run. The predicted yield stress at
varying strain rate and density are compared in Figure 21 with the experimental data from SCAPOZZA et
al. [2003]. Both experimental data and numerical
simulations show a linear dependence of the yield
stress on the strain rate in the bi-logarithmic plane.
The effect of initial density is captured correctly,
too. Nevertheless, the comparison shows that the
present model predicts a greater sensitivity of the
yield stress to both strain rate and density. If a unique set of parameters is adopted for the different
snows irrespective of their initial density, accuracy is
lost progressively in the yield stress prediction at
lower densities.
Finally, although the constitutive approach is
conceived for the behaviour of snow at low strain rates, instantaneous compressions tests have been simulated to show the macroscopic evidence of debonding induced by mechanical action. The numerical simulations are compared in Figure 22 with
experimental data from FUKUE [1979], who performed different oedometric compression tests on different age-hardened snow specimens, with the same
initial density and grain size distribution.
The experimental data (open symbols) show
that bonding induces an apparent preconsolidation
effect on snow and that, at yielding, intergranular
bond destructuration occurs. The evidence of degradation of the bonds created by sintering may be
appreciated especially with reference to the three
hours age-hardened snow specimen. As Figure 22
shows, the increase in the yield limit with the degree
of bonding (i.e. the aging time) and the bond degra-
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Fig. 22 – Instantaneous K0 compression.
Fig. 22 – Compressione K0 istantanea.

Fig. 23 – Evolution of the hardening parameter pm during
K0 compression.
Fig. 23 – Evoluzione del parametro di incrudimento pm durante
la compressione K0.

dation due to mechanical loading is correctly reproduced by the model. After yielding, all the curves
tend to converge towards the curve for the unbonded material.
Figure 23 depicts the evolution of the hardening parameter pm during the test. Destructuration
of bonds at yielding is highlighted by the decrease
in pm and, hence, in the current yield locus size.
The effect is clearly evident on strongly bonded
snow, which possesses an initial well structured fabric.
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Conclusions
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La neve come mezzo continuo elastoviscoplastico con cementazione: un
approccio alla modellazione
Sommario
Dati statistici rilevati dal Servizio Valanghe Italiano
evidenziano come il nostro paese sia esposto in misura crescente
al rischio di valanghe. Le variazioni climatiche registrate negli
ultimi anni e un utilizzo spesso improprio dell’ambiente montano
sono all’origine del fenomeno. In Italia, si ricorre frequentemente
all’introduzione di misure preventive volte alla riduzione sia
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della vulnerabilità di potenziali bersagli che del pericolo di
distacco di masse nevose. Gli interventi di difesa, concepiti per la
sicurezza delle persone e la protezione del territorio, sono spesso
progettati mediante approcci empirici convalidati
dall’esperienza. Gli strumenti normativi, sia per quanto
riguarda la progettazione di opere di difesa sia per la
regolamentazione dell’uso del territorio, appaiono tuttavia
ancora inadeguati. Nella pratica ingegneristica, una migliore
comprensione del comportamento deformativo della neve e la
disponibilità di strumenti di calcolo in grado di riprodurlo
rappresentano importanti requisiti per la risoluzione di problemi
di comune interesse. Viene qui proposto un approccio alla
modellazione costitutiva per neve granulare, che è la forma
cristallografica prevalente all’interno del manto nevoso alpino.
La modellazione prende avvio dall’analisi di dati sperimentali di
letteratura, che rivelano un comportamento fortemente

dipendente dal tempo, in cui i meccanismi deformativi che
interessano la microstruttura giocano un ruolo fondamentale.
Modelli costitutivi appropriati possono essere concepiti
nell’ambito della elasto-viscoplasticità, tenendo conto degli effetti
accoppiati della cementazione chimica dovuta alla
sinterizzazione e della degradazione meccanica. Dall’analisi di
dati sperimentali riguardanti la sinterizzazione di sferette di
ghiaccio, viene proposta una nuova espressione analitica in
grado di descriverne l’evoluzione temporale. L’impostazione
teorica suggerita viene validata mediante la formulazione di un
modello costitutivo e il confronto fra le previsioni teoriche e i dati
sperimentali pubblicati in letteratura. Il confronto mostra le
buone capacità del modello nel riprodurre le caratteristiche più
significative del comportamento meccanico della neve, in
differenti percorsi di carico.
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